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OCF Members Certify First Universal Cloud Interface (UCI) Platforms

Posted on: October 26, 2020
 Haier Group certifies new Cloud-to-Cloud solution, expands OCF ecosystem

Beaverton, OR – October 27, 2020 – Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced one of the first OCF Universal Cloud Interface (UCI) platforms has been certified as part of its Cloud-to-Cloud (C2C) certification program. The OCF UCI C2C certification program, announced in July 2020, represents the first initiative of its kind in the IoT industry.

Haier Group, a world’s leading provider of IoT ecosystem solutions, certified its Haier Cloud one month after OCF launched the UCI certification program. Additional information on the certified Haier Cloud can be found on the OCF certified product registry.

“Cloud-to-Cloud connectivity is key to achieving interoperability within the IoT. The launch of the OCF UCI reduces the complexity of implementing C2C, which greatly accelerates its overall adoption,” said Guohuo Chen, General Manager, Qingdao Haier Technology Co., Ltd. “The Haier IoT Ecosystem has provided exceptional multi-scenario and customized smart home services for end users. The Haier Cloud receiving OCF UCI certification will further enhance the end user experience.”

The OCF UCI is an Application Programming Interface (API) that helps the IoT industry avoid implementing and maintaining numerous, simultaneously run, proprietary or custom programming interfaces. The OCF UCI is built using secure, industry standardized underlying technologies.

With the UCI publicly available, OCF is further simplifying C2C connectivity. Cloud solutions that implement the OCF UCI can communicate with each other instantly, meeting a variety of business requirements and saving on costly custom API investments.

To ensure compliance and interoperability of UCI-Certified Cloud platforms, OCF expanded its existing Device-to-Device (D2D) Certification Program to include UCI-Certified Clouds. The OCF certification programs provide robust, real world testing to help ensure that IoT products work securely together.

plgd Reference Implementation Now Available 

 Until today, there has not been a complete IoT protocol standard built on top of IP. A complete protocol standard supports all communication possibilities between the device and cloud, which is required not only by end-users, but by various industries as well. To address this, OCF has also developed the open source reference implementation of UCI – plgd (pronounced plugged) which is also available via the OCF GitHub.

plgd is a cloud native reference implementation backed by an ISO ratified IoT standard allowing communication on the proximity network without connectivity to the internet, remote access to devices in public or closed network or controlled exchange of the data between multiple IoT Cloud providers. It also features an immutable audit trail, secure device provisioning using manufacturer certificates and end-to-end security using TLS 1.2 all without any vendor lock in and with full deployment freedom.

plgd provides a complete set of tools and services to manage devices at scale. Allowing for the processing of real-time device data and interconnection of devices and applications based on an interoperable standard. The time to interconnect, monitor and manage devices in a cloud native way is here, and finally standardized.

“With the OCF UCI, its expanding certification program and the new plgd reference implementation, the possibilities of how IoT platforms can be deployed are unlimited,” said John Park, executive director, OCF. “IoT platform vendor lock-in is now a thing of the past. The OCF UCI, together with plgd cloud reference implementation, provides an end-to-end solution fulfilling cross-platform and cross-domain secure IoT connectivity.”

The OCF Specification Release 2.2.0, including the OCF UCI, is available for public download on the OCF Specification Page. For more information on the OCF UCI, download the OCF Universal Cloud Interface White Paper. The plgd open source implementation of the OCF UCI is available on the OCF GitHub. OCF members interested in certifying their UCI implementation, can visit www.OpenConnectivity.org/certification.

About Open Connectivity Foundation

The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) is a standards organization that develops application-layer IoT protocols, based on the universally supported Internet Protocol (IP), using strong open standards. IoTivity is the open source reference implementation of the OCF specification. The OCF Core Framework describes device discovery, onboarding, security (and optionally, data models), for device-to-device, device-to-cloud and cloud-to-cloud connectivity. The OCF Core Framework can be used to carry the data models of other application-layer protocols. OCF is published as an ISO/IEC JTC1 specification, and there is a comprehensive certification program in place. Join our 500+ membership and learn more at OpenConnectivity.org.


Filed Under: Announcements 
OCF China Forum Kicks-Off First Event in Guangzhou, China

Posted on: July 17, 2019
[image: alt]

By Betty Zhao, Haier U+

 The OCF China Forum held it’s first event this past May, graciously hosted by the China Electric Institute (CEI) in Guangzhou, China. The event saw a great turnout, with 112 attendees from more than 70 companies.

As participants of this kick-off event were new to the OCF, the goal was to give a high-level overview of IoTivity and OCF, including our core goals, implementations, and security aspects. We hoped attendees would leave with the impression that OCF is a viable solution and be motivated to learn more about the Foundation.

… [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog 
OCF India Day Drives OCF and IoTivity Awareness

Posted on: November 7, 2019
By Vivek Shivaswamy, Chair, Business sub-committee, OCF India Forum

Last month, the OCF India Forum held its first flagship event, “OCF India Day” at Open Source India 2019, one of Asia’s largest open source events. Open Source India presented a great opportunity for local developers to meet up and find out how the OCF’s IoTivity implementation can help them with their IoT projects. Thanks to our organizing team from OCF India Forum member companies Samsung, Intel, Nasscom CoE IoT, Granite River Labs and Xtrans Solutions, we were able to hold a successful event with active participation and interest from attendees ranging from developers and startups to multinational corporations.

As an Associate Partner of Open Source India, the OCF India Forum spearheaded several activities during the two-day event, including a keynote panel discussion, a hands-on IoTivity workshop and an exhibition booth.

Discussing the Success of IoT in India

[image: alt]

During the event, Mr. Divyanshu Verma, Senior Manager of Intel India and Vice Chair of the OCF India Forum, moderated a panel discussion on the “Importance of Open Source for the success of IoT in India” along with panelists from Samsung, Granite River Labs, Nasscom CoE IoT & Dell. The panel engaged in discussions about the … [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog 
OCF Achieves IoT Breakthrough

Posted on: January 13, 2020
By John Park, Executive Director of OCF

Every year, the Consumer Technology Association (CES) event draws a diverse crowd looking to see the latest technological innovations. From robotics and virtual reality to IoT, CES is for anyone interested in technology’s impact on our everyday lives. This year, the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) kicked off CES with our IoT Breakthrough Event, which debuted products – that will be commercially available this year – from industry-leading companies BSC Computer GmbH, COMMAX, SURE Universal, Haier, LG, Resideo, and Samsung…. [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog 
OCF Ambassador Program









The goal of the OCF Ambassadors program is to sustain and grow the worldwide OCF community. OCF Ambassadors are enthusiastic experts who know and can speak to the OCF Specification, IoTivity code, and who are willing to share that knowledge with others around the world.

OCF Ambassadors represent the work being conducted throughout OCF and provide a point of contact for those looking to get involved in developing products within their local community.

OCF Meetups

OCF Meetup Groups are led by OCF Ambassadors, where participants can discuss the OCF Specification and reference implementation code. These events can often be your best resource in learning how to implement OCF in your language, all at a time and location that is convenient for you. 

The participants in these meetup groups share knowledge, discuss best practices and technical challenges, recruit and onboard new developers, as well as create greater awareness around OCF and the OCF Specifications and reference implementation code.
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Get Involved

Apply to become an OCF Ambassador here.

 Join an OCF Meetup in your area.

 Want to start a Meetup or have a question – contact OCF at [email protected].












Europe

Ankara

Coordinator: Fatih Aksel

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Ankara/

Budapest

Coordinator: Ondrej Tomcik

Website :https://www.meetup.com/OCF-Budapest/

Czech Republic

Coordinator: Ondrej Tomcik

Website: https://www.meetup.com/OCF-Czech-Republic/

France

Website: https://www.meetup.com/OCF-France/

Germany

Coordinator: Oliver Fischer

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Germany/

Italy

Coordinator: Mirco Vanini

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Italy/

Slovakia

Coordinator: Ondrej Tomcik

Website: https://www.meetup.com/OCF-slovakia/

Switzerland

Coordinator: Ondrej Tomcik

Website: https://www.meetup.com/OCF-switzerland/















North America

Boston

Coordinator: Brad Kemp

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Boston

Nashville

Coordinator: Ian Lee

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Nashville/















Asia

Beijing

Coordinator: Mu (Betty Zhao)

Website: https://www.meetup.com/OCF-Beijing/

Seoul

Coordinator: Subeom Lee

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Seoul/

Shenzhen

Coordinator: Jun Zhang

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Shenzhen/

Taipei

Coordinator: Yuping Tseng, Kelven Pan

Website: http://www.meetup.com/OCF-Taipei/
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